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How IoT Solutions Are Re-Shaping Industries for Better? 

 

by Satya K Vivek | August 17, 2022 
 

 
 
The technology of IoT (Internet of Things) is having a positive impact on many industries. There is a 

consistent rise in businesses adopting IoT. Here, it would be helpful to have an overview understanding 

of how IoT is not only making a positive difference but re-shaping the way industries are working. 

 

Technology enables the interconnections of all machines, systems, and devices of a business. As a 

result, organizations are now able to automate and constantly keep track of all processes and operations 

remotely. This aspect is reshaping the industry for the better. Here, let us succinctly speak about some 

significant benefits. 

 

• Manufacturing units having adopted IoT benefit in a big way. Factories are making use of smart 

meters that always give accurate details about the utilization of water, fuel, and electricity. This 

helps plants in appropriate planning bringing the overall costs down. 

• Managing inventory is a very tedious process. With the advent of "The Internet of Things," the 

scenario has changed positively. Tracking the assets is an easy task for businesses, with the 

integration of IoT. Companies can significantly reduce the impacts from ‘missing’ or ‘unable to 

locate’ or ‘misplaced assets.’ 

• IoT technologies have enhanced the safety of employees at the workplace, especially in the 

manufacturing sector. IoT enables continuous monitoring of production floors. Any safety 

related risks can be proactively identified and eliminated soon hence enhancing employee well-

being. 
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• Organizations are better equipped to predict the outcomes of their different processes. They now 

have the options to simplify, optimize, and change processes easily for improved outcomes. 

• IoT solutions are turning out to be extremely pivotal in the healthcare sector. With access to 

sophisticated devices powered by IoT, physicians can provide treatment to patients remotely. 

Additionally, the technology has enabled avoidance of ‘unwanted’ medical tests or even 

hospitalization. 

• With IoT, sellers have gained access to huge volumes of data related to users. This is enabling 

them to assess customer preferences and experience from their products and services. The 

service/product providers are able to offer tailored products and services to their customers.  

• The customer support departments, by using these technologies, are obtaining information on 

user complaints in real-time. The executives are then able to instantly respond and resolve the 

issues. This is of immense value when you are looking at rapidly expanding your business. The 

"fast response to complaints" approach boosts profits.  

• "The Internet of Things" is changing the agricultural sector for good. Farmers now have the 

option of overseeing activities in their fields, even when they are far away. With smart devices, 

they are making sure that there is optimum use of resources. 

 

Apart from what has been discussed above, there are much more the industries stand to gain from IoT. 

The objective of this brief write-up is to provide a brief look at the length and breadth of benefits from 

a technology called IoT.  
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